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I extend two theorems of Edmonds concerning common independent vectors 
in two polymatroids. These results give a proof of conjecture of Fulkerson on the 
blocker associated with the collection of k-sets independent in two matroids. 
1. INTR~DUCTTON 
The work presented here was inspired by a conjecture due to Fulkerson 
([5, see also lo]) concerning the blocker associated with the collection 
of k-sets independent in two matroids. This conjecture is proved below 
(Corollary 4.6) using general results on polymatroids: it has also been 
established independently by Cunningham [ 11. 
In Section 2 I define a polymatroid and present the required preliminary 
results on polymatroids. In Section 3 I prove extensions (Theorems 3.2 
and 3.4) of two important theorems of Edmonds (Theorem 2.7 and 2.8). 
These results concern common independent vectors of two polymatroids, 
and I deduce “dual” results concerning common spanning vectors (Theorems 
3.5 and 3.6). In Section 4 I use the results on common independent vectors 
to obtain inequalities for the blocker and antiblocker associated with the 
collection of k-sets independent in two matroids (and indeed with more 
general collections). Also I state the dual results concerning common 
spanning sets or vectors. In Section 5 I show that a lemma (Lemma 4.1) 
introduced in Section 4 gives easy new proofs of some known results in the 
theory of blocking and antiblocking. 
Throughout this paper n will be a positive integer and E will be the set 
QY..? n}. For x 6 R+n (that is, x G Rn and x > 0) and Xc E 1 denote 
x {x~: j E X} by x(X), so that x(E) is the coordinate sum of x. For x, y E R+m 
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define x v ~1, x A y E R+n by setting (X v y)j = max{xj, yj} and (X A y)j = 
min{xj, Ye} (j e E). I denote the convex hull of a finite subset A of R+lL 
by conv@). Often I shall not distinguish between a subset of E and its 
incidence vector in R+*l. 
2. POLYMATROIDS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Polymatroids were introduced and studied by 
J. Edmonds. Apolymatroid9 on the set E = {I,..., n} is a pair (E, P) where P, 
the set of independent vectors of 9, is a nonempty compact subset of R,.n 
such that 
(i) every nonnegative subvector of an independent vector is 
independent; 
(ii) for every a G R+%, every maximal independent subvector of a has 
the same component sum r(a), the vector rank of a in 9. 
Let 9 = (,?I, P) be a polymatroid, with vector rank function r. Let 
c~R+~ satisfy c > x (x E P). For XC E let c 1 X be the vector in R+n with 
jth coordinate q or 0 according to whether j l X or j E E\X, and let f(X) = 
r(c 1 X). We callfthe ground-set rankfunction of 9’ (following [7]). We find [2] 
that 
P = {x g R+? x(X) <f(X) (X C E)] 
and for each a E R+%, 
r(a) = min{a(E\X) +f(X): XC El. 
A polymatroid is integral if its ground-set rank function is integral, that 
is, integer-valued. We shall write 9 = (E, P, f) to indicate that 9 has ground- 
set rank function f, or 9 = (I?, P,J r) to indicate that 9 has vector rank 
function r. 
REMARK 2.2. If a function is the rank function of a matroid on E, 
then it is the ground-set rank function of an integral polymatroid on E, 
and the integral independent vectors of the polymatroid are precisely the 
incidence vectors of the independent sets of the matroid [2]. Similarly, the 
{O, lj-spanning vectors of the polymatroid are precisely the incidence 
vectors of the spanning sets of the matroid (see Definition 2.6). 
We shall need to use polymatroid restriction, contraction, truncation, 
and duality. Let 9 = (E, P,A r) be a polymatroid. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let IV E R+n, and let P’ = {x e P: x < w}. Then P’ is the 
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set of independent vectors of a polymatroid, say 9’ = (E, P’, f ‘, r’), and 
r’(a) = r(a A w) for u E R+n; for if u E R+W the set M’ of maximal x’ E P’ 
such that x’ < u is the set of maximal x E P such that x < u A w, and so 
x’(E) = r(u A w) for each x’ E M’. Thus for any X C E, f’(X) = r’(w 1 X) = 
min{w(X\Y) +f(Y): Y C E}. We call 9’ the restriction to w of 9’. If 9 is 
integral and w is integral, then of course 9’ is integral. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let 0 E P and let P’ = {x E R+n: x + v 6 PI. Then P’ is 
the set of independent vectors of a poiymatroid, say 9’ = (E, P’, f ‘, r’), and 
r’(u) = r(u + 0) - v(E) for u E R+n: for if a E R+n and M’ is the set of 
maximal x’ E P’ such that x’ < a and A4 is the set of maximal x E P such 
that x < u + v, then M = M’ + v; and so for each x’ E M’, x’(E) = 
r(u + v) - v(E). Hence for any X C E, if c is sufficiently large (that is, 
c > x (x E P)) 
f’(X) = r’(c 1 X) 
= r(c 1 X + u) - u(E) 
= min{v(E\ Y) + f(Y): X C Y C El - v(E) 
= min{f(Y) - U(Y): X C Y C E}. 
We call 9” the contruction of 9 by v. If P is integral and v is integral, then 
of course 9’ is integral. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let k e R+ , and let P’ = {x E P: x(E) < k}. Then 
clearly P’ is the set of independent vectors of a polymatroid, say 9’ = 
(E, P’,j’), and for XL E, j’(X) = min{kJ(X)}. If 9J is integral and k is an 
integer, then of course 9” is integral. We call 9’ the truncution of 9 to k. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A vector x E R+n is spanning in 9 if r(x) =f(E). Let 
c~R+~ satisfy c > x (x E P), and let PC = {x E R+n: c - x spanning in P}. 
Then (see [7]) PC is the set of independent vectors of a polymatroid 9 = 
(E, Pc,fc), the c-&.zZ of g, and fc(X) = c(X) + f(E\X) -f(E) for any 
X C E. For X C E let g(X) = f(E) -f(E\X). Then for x E R+n, x is spanning 
in 9’ if and only if x(X) > g(X) (X C E): for x is spanning in 9’ if and only if 
c - x is independent in 9 (for some c), if and only if (c - x)(X) < jc(X) = 
c(X) - g(X) (XC E). If 9’ is integral and c is integral, then of course P is 
integral. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let 9’l = (E, PI , fl) and gz = (E, PS , f2) bepolymutroids 
und let k E R+ . Then [2] there is u common independent vector x with x(E) = k 
zy und only iffl(X) + fz(E\X) > k (X C E). 
This result is due to Edmonds [2]: for un ulternative proof see [7]. 
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THEOREM 2.8. Let g1 = (E, PJ and pz = (E, PJ be integral polyma- 
troids. Then [2] P1 n Pz , the set of common independent vectors, is the convex 
hull of its integral elements. It fohows that the set S of common spanning 
vectors also is the convex hull of its integral elements. For let c e R+n be 
integral and satisfy c > x for alI x E P1 v Pz , so that we may form the respect- 
ive c-duals glc = (E, P1c) and gzc = (E, Pzc) and they are integral. Then 
S n {x E R+‘? x < c} = c - PIG n Pzc. 
3. COMMON INDEPENDENT VECTORS 
LEMMA 3.1, Let g1 = (E, P1 , fl) and 9’z = (E, Ps , f2) be polymatroids, 
let k e R+ and w e R+.@, and suppose that 
hW) + AU) + @\G’ u 0 2 ,t (X, Y c E). (*I 
Then there exists an x G P1 n Ps , x(E) = k, x < w. 
Proof We must show that there is an x E Pi n Pz, x(E) = k where 
9; = (E, Pi ,fi) is the restriction of PI to w (see Definition 2.3). Taking 
2 = E\X in (*) we see that 
and so 
f:G? + fz@\Z) 2 k (Z C E). 
Hence by Theorem 2.7 there is an x as required. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 9’1 = (E, PI , fl) and g8 = (E, Ps , fB) bepolymatroids, 
let k e R+ , and let v, w e R+.n. Then the following two conditions are equivalent. 
(a) There is an x e PI n Ps , x(E) = k, v < x < w. 
(b) (i) v < w and v(E) < k; 
(ii) 03 < ~~GW)9f2G3~ (X C E); 
(iii) h(X) + L(Y) + w(E\(X u Y)) > 4X n Y) + k GK YC @. 
Proof Suppose that x E P1 n Ps , x(E) = k, v < x < w. Then of course 
v < w and v(E) < k, and for any XC E, v(X) < x(X) < min&(X), f#T)]. 
Also for any X, Y C E, 
v(X n Y) + k < X(X n Y) + X(X u Y) + x(E\(X u Y)) 
< x(X) + -V) + w(E\W u YN 
GflV) + fd Y) + w\w ” m. 
Thus (a) implies (b). 
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Now suppose that (b) holds. By (ii), v E PI n Pz . For i = I, 2 let 
Pi = (E, Pi ,fi) be the contraction of Pi by II (see Definition 2.4). We want 
to show that there is an x’ E Pi n Pi, x’(E) = k - u(E), x’ < w - u 
(note that k - a(E) > 0); for then if we set x = x’ + u we have that 
.-z E PI n Pz , x(E) = k, x < w. By Lemma 3.1 then we want to show that 
But by (iii) and since w - u > 0, for any XC X’ C E, Y C Y’ C E, 
j&Y’) - ~0”) + jU”) - u(Y’) + Cw - ul(E\W ” 9) 
> f&q - u(X’) + h(Y) - u(Y) + (++J - $@\W ” Y’)) 
= fl(X’) + &( Y’) + w(E\(X’ u Y’)) - u(X’ u Y’) 
- u(T n Y) - U(E) + u(X’ u Y’) 
> k - u(E). 
Thus (see Definition 2.4) (*) holds and we are finished. 
For X !Z E let&(X) = min{fI( Y) + fz(X\ Y): Y C X}. Then it is easily seen 
that for any x E R+*, 
Thus in Theorem 3.2 the inequality (b) (ii) may be replaced by u(X) <J,(X) 
(X C E). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 9’1 = (E, PJ and 9jz = (E, PJ be integral polyrnatroids 
and let k and 1 be integers. Then Q = PI n Pz n {x E R+? k < x(E) < l} 
has integral extreme points. 
ProoJ Any extreme point of Q is either an extreme point of PI n Pz n 
{XE R+n: x(E) < l} or an extreme point of PI n Pz n {x E R+*: x(E) < k}. 
Hence by Definition 2.5 and Theorem 2.8 each extreme point of Q is integral. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 9’1 and 9’z be integral polymatroids, let k and 1 be 
integers, and let u and w be integral uectors in Rfn. Then the set Q of common 
independent uectors x such that k < x(E) < 1 and u < x < w is the conuex 
hutI of its integral elements. 
Proof We may assume that Q is nonempty, so that u < w and u is 
independent in both gI and 9’z . For i = 1,2 let 9: be the restriction of gj 
to w and let 9; = (E, Pi) be the contraction of 9’: by u (see Definitions 
2.3 and 2.4). Let 
Q” = P; A P; n {X E R+? k - u(E) < x(E) < 1 - u(E)}. 
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Then Q = Q” + U, and so by Lemma 3.3 the extreme points of Q are integral. 
Hence the bounded polyhedron Q is the convex hull of its integral elements. 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 are the duals of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, respectively. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let PI = (E, PI , fl) and gz = (E, Pz, f2) bepolymatroids, 
and let 1 E R+ and v, w e R+n. For X C E let gi(X) = h(E) - h(E\X) (i = I, 2), 
and Zet gz(X) = max{gI(Y) + gz(X\Y): Y C X}. Then the foIlowing two 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) There is a common spanning vector x such that x(E) = 1 and 
v < x < w. 
(b) (i) v < w arzd w(E) > I; 
(4 W3 2 MO (XC E); 
(3 g@) + g2(Y) + @\tX U 0) < WV n 0 + 1 tX I’ C El. 
Proof. Let c g R+fi be such that c > x (x g PI u PJ and c > 11, c > w. 
Then (a) holds if and only if there is a common independent vector y of 
yIc and Pzc (see Definition 2.6) such that y(E) = c(E) - I and c - M) < 
y < c - v; and by Theorem 3.2 this happens if and only if 
(i)’ (c - w) < (c - v) and (c - w)(E) < c(E) - Z; 
09 Cc - ~KO <hV) = 4X) - gO7 (X L E); 
(iii)’ he(X) +hc(Y) + (c - v)(E\(Xu Y)) > (c - w)(Xf~ Y) 7 c(E)- l 
(X, Y C E). 
Now clearly (i)’ and (ii)’ reduce to (b) (i) and (ii), respectively, and it is 
easy to check that (iii)’ reduces to (b) (iii). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 9’1 and 9$ be integral polymatroids, let k and I be 
integers, and let v and w be integral vectors in R+n. Then the set Q of common 
spanning vectors y such that k < y(E) < I and v < y < w is the convex 
hull of its integral eIements. 
ProoJ Let c E R+n be integral and sufficiently large, and let Qc be the 
set of common independent vectors x of 9rc and .Pzc such that c(E) - I < 
x(E) < c(E) - k and c - ~1 < x < c - v. Then Q = c - Qc and so by 
Theorem 3.4 Q is the convex hull of its integral elements. 
4. BLOCKING AND ANTIBLOCKING 
The theory of blocking and antiblocking is due to Fulkerson, and has 
proven useful in for example the study of the perfect graph theorem and 
of certain packing and covering problems (see [3, 4, 51). 
For each subset A of R+n we let P(A) = {y G R.+n: y * a > I (a g A)) and 
Q(A) = {y G R+n: y . a < I (a l ,4)}. We call P2(A) (that is, P(P(A))) the 
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blocker associated with A and Q2(A) the antiblocker associated with A. 
We wish to find inequalities defining P2(A) and Q2(A) for certain finite 
subsets A of R+n. Sometimes it is convenient to think of A as an m x n 
nonnegative real matrix for some m. Part (a) of Lemma 4.1 is a part of 
Theorem 2.1 of [3]. I give a similar proof to establish part (b). 
LEMMA 4.1. For any finite subset A of R+n, 
(a) P2(A) = {x c R+n: x > y for some y G conv(A)}, 
(b) Q2(A) = {x E R+‘? x < y for some y E conv(A)}. 
Proof of(b). Let X = {x E R+“: x < y for some y E conv(A)}. Let x E X, 
so that x E R+%, x < z for some z E conv(A). Then for each y E Q(A), 
x . y < z * y < 1 and so x E Qz(A). Thus Xc Qz(A). If we do not have 
equality here, then by the theorem of the separating hyperplane there is a 
b E Rn and /3 E R such that b * x < /3 for all x E X and b * y” > /3 for some 
y” G Q2(A). Clearly, we may assume that b > 0, for we could replace b by b+ 
(where bj+ = max{O, bj} for j = I,..., KZ). Now p > 0, Suppose that fi = 0. 
For each x E R+” let s(x) = {j~{l,..., n]: xj > O}, and let S(A) = U{S(a): 
aEA}.Thensinceb.x=O(xEX)andAcX,wehaves(b)ns(A)= ,@. 
But if y E Q2(A), s(y) c S(A), and so b * y = 0, contradicting our choice of b 
and p. Thus /3 > 0. Let b’ = (l@)b, so that b’ E R+*. Now x * b’ < 1 
for all XEX and so since AGX, b’EQ(A). But now 1 <b’-yOG.1, a 
contradiction. Hence we must have X = Q2(A), as required. 
It is convenient to note two results here before going on to use the results 
of the last section. 
Let g1 = (E, PI , fI) and g2 = (E, P2 , f2) be integral polymatroids, and 
let A be the set of (maximal) integral common independent vectors. Then 
we have the known result (see [5]) that 
Q2(A) = {x~ R+‘? x independent in pl, p2] (by Theorem 2.8 and lemma 4. I) 
= {x E R+? x(X) < min{fl(X), f2(X)} (XC E)] 
= {x E R+? em G fo(X) (X c E)L (4.1) 
where fo(X) = min{fl( Y) + f2(X\ Y): Y C X} for X c E. 
Now let B be the set of (minimal) integral common spanning vectors of 
g1 and gz, and for i = 1,2 and Xc E let gi(X) = A(E) - &(E\X). Then 
we have a result communicated by Fulkerson [6] that 
P2(B) = {x E R+*: x spanning in PI, z?‘~} (by Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 4.1) 
= {x E R+“: x(X) > max{ gl(X), g2(X)} (X c E)} (by Definition 2.6) 
= {x E R+“: x(X) > g&X) (XC E)}, (4.2) 
where gs(X) = max{gJ Y) + gz(X\ Y): Y c X} for X c E. 
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We may deduce results related to (4.1) and (4.2) from Lemma 4.1 and 
the results of the last section. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let @I = (E, PI ,A) and .pz = (E, PS, f2] be integral 
polymatroids, let k be an integer, let v and w be integral vectors in R+” such 
that v < w, and let A be the set of integral common independent vectors y 
such that y(E) = k and 21 < y < w. For XC E let f&X) = min{fl(Y) + 
h(X\ Y): Y c X}. 
(a) If the condition v(E) < k and v(X) G&(X) (X C E) fails to hold, 
then A is empty and so the blocker associated with A is also empty; tf the 
condition hoIds, then the blocker associated with A is the set of z E R+n such 
that z > v and 
4Q > VW n Y) + /c - CM9 +-MY) + MW\VU I'U 3)) 
for all X, Y C E and Z C E\(X u Y). 
(b) The antiblocker associated with A is the set of z e R+n such that 
.Z<W and z(X) < k - v(E\X) W !Z -9, 
‘m ~.t&O - G\O (YCXCE), 
. G) <-t&+3 +hV) + w@\H IJ 0) - 4Wn V\Z) - /t 
forallX, YLEandZGXn Y. 
Proof By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.4 
P2(A) = {z E R+‘? z > x for some x E conv(A)} 
= {z E R+? 0 < x < w A z for some x E PI n P2 with x(E) = kj, 
and now we may use Theorem 3.2. Similarly by Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.4, 
Q2(A) = {z e R+‘? z < x for some x E conv(A)} 
= {ZE R+‘? v v z < x < w for some x G PI n P2 with x(E) = k}, 
and now we may use Theorem 3.2. 
In a similar way we may deduce Theorem 4.5 easily from Lemma 4.1 
and Theorems 3.5 and 3.6. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let 9’1 = (E, PI ,A) and g2 = (E, P2 ,&) be integral 
polymatroids, let 1 be an integer, let v and w be integral vectors in R+* such 
that v < w, and let B be the set of integral common spanning vectors y such 
that y(E) = I and v < y < w. For X C E Iet gf(X) = A(E) - A(E\X) (i = I, 2) 
and let g3(X) = max{ gl( Y) + g2(X\ Y): Y C X}. 
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(a) Zf the condition w(E) 2 1 und w(X) > g&Y) (XC E) fuils to hold, 
then B is empty and so the antiblocker associated with B is empty also; if the 
condition holds, then the antiblocker associated with B is the set of .z E Rea 
such that z < w and 
for all X, Y C E and Z C E\(X u Y), 
(b) The blocker associated with B is the set of z E R+.* such that 
z>v and z(X) > 1 - w(E\X) W C El, 
4rl>gm- w(X\Y) (YCXCE), 
43 2 gm + g2w + 4E\CX u n1 - JNx n Yl\Z) - 1 
forallX, YCEandZCXn Y. 
Let us note the special cases of Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 in which the poly- 
matroids are derived from matroids (see Remark 2.2), and v = 0 and w = 1 
or w is large. We find that some of the inequalities simplify, but that a 
certain symmetry is lost. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let -MI and .H2 be matroids on E with rank functions rI 
and r2 , respectively, let k be a positive integer, and let A be the set of common 
independent sets of cardinality k. For X C E let r,,(X) = min{rl( Y) + r2(X\ Y): 
YCX}. 
(a) The blocker associated with A is the set of z E R+n such that 
W\J3 2 tk - r,,(X) (X C E). 
(b) The antiblocker associated with A is the set of z E R+n such that 
4G < k 
4-V G c4-V W C El, 
d-X n Y) < r&Q + r2tI’) - k (X, Y C E such that X u Y = E). 
Part (a) of Corollary 4.6 establishes the conjecture due to Fulkerson [5] 
to which I referred earlier in this paper. It is equivalent to the assertion that 
the vertices of the unbounded polyhedron {z E R+? z(E\X) 2 k - rO(X) 
(Xc E)} are precisely the incidence vectors of the k-sets independent in 
&I and AS . Instead of deducing it from Theorem 4.4 we could of course 
deduce it directly from Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, and 4.1 (a). Note that in part (b) 
of Corollary 4.6, Qz(A) is not the same as Q2(A’), where A’ is the collection 
of common independent sets of cardinality at most k. By (4.1) Q2(A’) is in 
fact given by the first two inequalities in (b). 
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Corollary 4.6 may be interpreted as a result on real packing and covering 
with k-sets independent in two matroids (see [3, 41 and Proposition 5.1). 
Related results on integral packing and covering with k-sets independent 
in two strongly-base-orderable matroids are given in [SJ. 
COROLLARY 4.7. L.et JZ%‘~ and ~8%‘~ be matroids on E, let I be a positive 
integer, and let B be the set of common spanning sets of cardinality I. For 
i = 1, 2 let ri be the rank function of &i and let .Q(X) = ri(E) - ri(E\X) 
(X C E). For X C E let sS(X) = max{sl(Y) + sz(X\ Y): Y c X}. 
(a) The antiblocker associated with B is the set of z G R+n such that 
zj < 1 Ci E ~~~ 
@\W G 1 - gdJ3 (A” C E). 
5. LEMMA 4.1 AND BLOCKING AND ANTIBLOCKING 
I finish this paper by showing how Lemma 4.1 gives new and very easy 
proofs of results in two areas of the theory of blocking and antiblocking. 
These areas are the max-min and min-max equalities, and the relation 
between the blocker associated with a set -4 and the antiblocker associated 
with c - ,4 (for some suitable c). 
We first look at the max-min and min-max equalities of Fulkerson ([3, 41). 
Let A and B be finite nonempty subsets of R+n. We say that A and B are 
blocking if PS(A) = P(B); and are antiblocking if Qz(A) = Q(B). These 
relations are of course symmetric since P3 = P and Q3 = Q. A subset X 
of R+n has full support if for each j = l,..., n there is some x c X with xi # 0. 
The max-min equality for A and B (in this order) states that for each x G R+n, 
and if A and B have full support the min-max equaiity for A and B (in this 
order) states that for each x E R+*, 
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(Above we understand that the summations are over all a in A, and that 
Aa > 0 for each a in A.) 
PROPOSITION 5.1 ([3, 41). (a) A und B are blocking zf’ and only iy the 
max-min equality holds for A and B. (b) If A and B have fuI1 support, then 
A and B are antiblocking $and only $ the min-max equality hoI& for A and B. 
ProoJ Let us prove part (a): the proof of part (b) is similar. Denote 
{x E R+Y x > y for some y E conv(A)j by C+(A). By Lemma 4.1 (a) Pz(A) = 
C+(A), and so it suffices to prove here that (5.1) holds if and only if C+(A) = 
P(B). Let x E R+n, and let r=max{x&:&>O, x&a<x} and s= 
rnin{x. b: b E Bj. Then x E C+(A) if and only if r > 1, and x E P(B) if 
and only if s > 1. Thus if (5.1) holds, certainly C+(A) = P(B). Conversely, 
suppose that C+(A) = P(B). If r > 0, then x/r E C+(A) = P(B) and so 
s > r; and if s > 0, then x/s E P(B) = C+(A) and so r > s. Hence r = s, 
and so (5.1) holds. 
Note that the finiteness of B plays no real part in the above. On some 
occasions when the max-min equality has been used to show that two sets 
A and B are blocking or when the mm-max equality has been used to show 
that they are antiblocking, it is in fact simpler just to use Lemma 4.1. 
I now show how Lemma 4.1 gives a method of moving between the blocker 
associated with a finite subset A of R+n and the antiblocker associated 
with c - A (for suitable c E R+%). The method is not new, being due to 
Fulkerson [4] and Todd [9] ( see below), but the treatment here is new and 
simpler (and more general). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A be a jinite subset of R+n and let c E Rqn be such 
that c > a (a E A). Then for any i E Rfn, 
(a) x E Q2(A) *c - x E P2(c - A), 
(b) x E P2(A) * (c - x)+ E Q2(c - A). 
ProoJ By Lemma 4.1, for any x E R+n, 
XEQ~(A) ex <y for some y E conv(A) 
*c-x>2 for some z E c - conv(A) 
-c - xsP2(c - A); 
and similarly 
x E P2(A) * x > y for some y E conv(A) 
*c-x<z for some z E c - conv(A) 
- (c - x)+ E Q2(c - A). 
conv(c - A) 
conv(c - A) 
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Part (a) shows how to obtain inequalities for Q2(A) (the antiblocker 
associated with A) from inequalities for Pz(c - A) (the blocker associated 
with c - A) (see Theorem 2.4 of [4]): for example if p2(c - A) = {x E R+“: 
x . bi > pi (i E Z)} for some bi E Rn and pi G R (j E Z), then 
Q2(A) = {x 6 R+? (c - x) . bi > ,i$ (i E Z)} 
= {x E R+n: x . P < c . bi - & (i 6 Z)}. 
Part (b) shows how to obtain inequalities for P2(A) from inequalities for 
Q2(c - .4) (see Theorem 18 of [9]): for example if Q2(c - A) = {x E R+“: 
x . bi < pi (i E Z)) for some bi E R+” and /$ E R+ (i E Z), then 
P2(.4) = {x E R+*: (c - x)+ . bi < pi (i E Z)} 
= {x E R+%: (c - x) * pi < & (i E Z, each projection pd of b*)j 
= {x E R+‘t x . pi > c * pi - pi (i c Z, each projection p* of bi)]. 
(Here a projection of a vector x is a vector obtained from x by setting some 
of its coordinates to zero.) 
Note that by part (b), 
{x E R+Y x G C] n P2(A) = c - Q2@ - A). 
Thus in moving from Q2(c - A) to P2(A) as above we need not introduce 
any “extra” inequalities corresponding to projections if c is sufficiently 
large (depending on A). For example, if we wish to deduce (4.2) from (4.1) 
we have that for some c sufficiently large 
Z’2(l?) = {x E R+‘? x(X) > c(X) - foc(A’) (X C E)}, 
and we have already noted that gs(X) = c(X) - fOc(X) for any X C E. 
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